Need Your Transmission Repaired? Speedy Marietta helps you consider ALL of Your Options!
In the Metro Atlanta area, there are a lot of options for transmission repair. But, before you spend the
money on a transmission repair, please let us inform you about the methods of making those repairs.
Rebuilt transmissions: At Speedy Marietta, we perform a thorough transmission inspection to see which
transmission parts will be required to get your transmission back in working order. Many parts can be
reused as long as they fall within the manufacturer’s wear limits. The damaged transmission parts are
replaced by our master-certified builder. Why choose a rebuilt transmission? This method of
transmission repair saves you time and money because most transmissions do not need a total
replacement. At Speedy Marietta, we only use NEW, quality parts in our rebuilds. Speedy Marietta
rebuilds are backed by our warranty!
Perhaps you are considering a remanufactured transmission. These are built in a factory or a warehouse
setting. They are manufactured to be in a “like-new condition”. As with any manufacturing process,
dealing with a reputable supplier is the key to having a quality transmission. Not all suppliers are
reputable. It is best to let a transmission shop with a master-certified technician help you make this
choice. Our staff has established relationships with quality suppliers to ensure you receive the highest
quality product available. We make certain that the replacement parts are new; and the converter, case,
extension housing, pump, valve body and internal components are inspected carefully and
remanufactured to ensure that proper specifications are met. According to the supplier’s policy “longer
warranties may be available for remanufactured transmissions”. This may be a good option for some
Speedy Marietta customers. We can advise you what is best for your vehicle.
Are you curious about used transmissions? This is the least desired option, but for some, it may be the
only option within their budget. These transmissions are usually pulled right from a salvage yard.
Typically, they do not even get cleaned up before a purchase. With these salvaged items, users don’t
know the history, how it was serviced, or how it was driven. There is no way to perform an internal
inspection before buying it, so buyers are taking a big risk! There may also be unseen damage if the
vehicle was in an accident. Used transmissions come with little or no warranty, leaving you to pay even
more money in the future when something goes wrong.
When you need to find a top-rated transmission shop that you can trust, call Speedy Marietta--the
trusted, top-rated transmission shop in Cobb County! Speedy Marietta saves you money on transmission
repairs while providing you the best option for you. If you’re having concerns about your transmission,
please stop by and see us at 850 Sandy Plains Rd in Marietta or give us a call at 770-422-0919. We are
standing by to answer your questions and address your concerns.

